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Abstract

Digital scans of analogue photographic film typically contain artefacts such as dust and scratches. Automated removal of these is an important part of preservation and dissemination of photographs of historical and cultural importance. While state-of-the-art deep learning models have shown impressive results in general image inpainting and denoising, film artefact removal is an understudied problem. It has particularly challenging requirements, due to the complex nature of analogue damage, the high resolution of film scans, and potential ambiguities in the restoration. There are no publicly available high-quality datasets of real-world analogue film damage for training and evaluation, making quantitative studies impossible. We address the lack of ground-truth data for evaluation by collecting a dataset of 4K damaged analogue film scans paired with manually-restored versions produced by a human expert, allowing quantitative evaluation of restoration performance. We have made the dataset available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21803304. We construct a larger synthetic dataset of damaged images with paired clean versions using a statistical model of artefact shape and occurrence learnt from real, heavily-damaged images. We carefully validate the realism of the simulated damage via a human perceptual study, showing that even expert users find our synthetic damage indistinguishable from real. In addition, we demonstrate that training with our synthetically damaged dataset leads to improved artefact segmentation performance when compared to previously proposed synthetic analogue damage overlays. The synthetically damaged dataset can be found at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21815844, and the annotated authentic artefacts along with the resulting statistical damage model at https://github.com/daniela997/FilmDamageSimulator. Finally, we use these datasets to train and analyse the performance of eight state-of-the-art image restoration methods on high-resolution scans. We compare both methods which directly perform the restoration task on scans with artefacts, and methods which require a damage mask to be provided for the inpainting of artefacts. We modify the methods to process the inputs in a patch-wise fashion to operate on original high resolution film scans.

1. Introduction

Photographs captured on film constitute a major part of our cultural heritage and historical record, and many photographers continue to shoot on film. While it has appealing imaging qualities, film emulsion is highly susceptible to various kinds of mechanical damage: scratches, dust, hairs and dirt which mar the image when scanned and persist in darkroom and digital prints, as well as in cinematographic release prints.

Isolating dust and scratches from natural image features in film scans and inpainting the damage are not difficult tasks for humans, but can be extremely time-consuming. Automated film restoration aims to localise and inpaint artefacts at a quality level comparable or exceeding that of human experts.

This is challenging: mechanical artefacts can have complex shapes and are non-uniformly distributed. They must be localised accurately when performing restoration, as it is crucial that restoration is applied only on the affected areas. It is also crucial to preserve the desirable qualities of analogue film, such as grain or characteristic colour grading, avoiding over-smoothing or distorted colour distributions.

Automated film restoration can be broken down into two sub-tasks: artefact localisation (segmentation), and inpainting. Inpainting [LRS*18, SLM*22] and segmentation [RFB15, BKC17, MBP22] are well-studied in the literature, but relatively few models have been published that are suitable for professional-quality analogue film artefact restoration. Many existing general inpainting approaches are unsuitable as they operate at much lower resolutions than required for film scans (typically at least 4K), and rely on a mask being provided. Traditional solutions employed in commercial film scanners, such as Kodak’s Digital ICE [SMW85, SBB*99, Gan08], use a separate infrared illumination process to create an inpainting mask and apply simple nearest neighbour inpainting. This requires specialist hardware, only works on a limited number of emulsions, and cannot detect every form of artefact. We focus instead on a purely image-based automated film restoration process which works for all emulsion and damage types without additional imaging.
Large datasets with realistic film damage to train and evaluate on are not easily available [CSJHR06] and most ML-based film restoration instead relies on naïvely generated synthetic images to approximate analogue artefacts [ISS19, Mir20, WZC*20, ISW22]; systems with for which authentic damaged images have been collected have typically not made their data publicly available [Mir20, WZC*20]. Unlike tasks such as JPEG artefact removal, super-resolution or colourisation, there are no robust simulation models of analogue film damage to generate high-quality synthetic training samples. There is also no consensus as to what makes a “good” restoration, and therefore how a film restoration model should be evaluated, especially without human-restored ground-truth scans [CSJH05, Cha19].

1.1. Contributions

We make three contributions that address these issues:

1. **We curate and release a dataset of real analogue film scans (Section 3):** the dataset consists of 4K scans of a variety of positive and negative colour emulsions, with damage artefacts such as dust, scratches, dirt and hairs present, paired with corresponding professionally manually restored versions. This is the first public dataset enabling quantitative evaluation of restoration models.

2. **We construct a detailed statistical model of analogue film damage, allowing us to create highly-realistic synthetic data for training (Section 4):** To estimate the parameters of this statistical model, we collect another dataset of scanned empty film emulsion which has been scratched and left to get dusty; each damage artefact in the scans is manually annotated, resulting in a set of over 12,000 unique artefacts. We extract statistics governing the shape, size and spatial density of different types of artefacts, which allows us to generate realistic synthetic analogue damage overlays to train restoration models. We validate the resulting statistical model through a human perceptual study. In addition, we release a dataset of analogue image scans paired with their synthetically damaged versions, which we use to fine-tune or re-train models.

3. **We use these datasets to perform a detailed empirical comparison of seven state-of-the-art models on film artefact restoration (Section 5):** We include specialised film artefact restoration models, and general models that can be adapted for this purpose. We perform evaluation on our dataset of images with real analogue damage and manually restored ground truths. We address the low-resolution limitations of existing methods that make them unsuitable for professional-grade restoration and extend processing to analogue film scans at 4K resolution by applying them patch-wise. Our synthetically damaged dataset allows us to train a segmentation network to supply damage masks to inpainting models that explicitly require them.
2. Background and related work

In this section we discuss definitions of film damage in the literature, and review existing machine learning approaches to film artefact damage restoration. Additionally, we consider state-of-the-art machine learning solutions to similar tasks which can be adapted to the film artefact restoration problems, and the challenges involved in doing so.

2.1. Film damage

Analogue film damage is a loose term covering a variety of degradation types. Chambah [Cha19] roughly categorises analogue damage into two groups: chemical degradations and mechanical degradations. Chemical degradations, such as colour fade fading, contrast saturation and vinegar syndrome, are usually spatially homogenous [Cha19, WZC*20]; grain is also spatially homogenous, but while some works consider it to be another type of degradation [WZC*20], others point to it as an example of the ill-defined difference between film damage and artistically valued properties of the medium [Cha19, ISW22]. On the other hand, mechanical degradations, for example abrasions to the emulsion (scratches) or dust specks or hairs stuck to the emulsion, are not spatially uniform [Cha19, WZC*20].

As film is the source record for printing images, artifacts which affect the photochemical emulsion will be carried over to any prints made from it [Cha19]. Therefore, damaged film scans and the resulting damaged reproductions can be restored via the same context of watermark removal, by also predicting a mask to separate out the areas to be inpainted from the areas which are to be preserved. In line with this method, state-of-the-art inpainting approaches can be adapted to blind image inpainting via an additional need to be inverted, similar to denoising [LMH*18, ZAK*21, ZAK*22, LCS*21, CCZS22], superresolution [JAFF16, WYW*18, LCS*21], colourisation [ZIE16, IZZE17, KWK21, SCC*22]. For these tasks, the conventional approach is to generate training data from clean images by applying a transform which is identical to the degradation process, e.g. with colourisation, grayscale versions of the training data images can be easily derived from color images. Yu et al. [YDLL18] propose a reinforcement learning approach to modelling more complex degradations as a dynamic mix of simpler types of damage, however, it is important to note that the most common degradations in the image denoising, restoration and inpainting tasks addressed in the literature happen entirely in the digital domain. Film damage, and especially mechanical film damage, in contrast, is a product of the physical properties of the film emulsion [Cha19], and is translated into the digital domain during the film scanning process. Due to their analogue nature, lack of spatial uniformity, variability in opacity, and randomness of shape and size, analogue artefacts such as scratches, dust specks and hairs are more challenging to model, and by extension, digitally simulate and restore [Cha19, WZC*20, Mir20, ISW22].

Film damage has been simulated naïvely by directly compositing a small set of full frame damage textures over clean images [ISS19, WZC*20, Mir20, ISW22]. Although transforms such as resizing, rotating, flipping and randomly cropping the damaged textures are employed in order to introduce more diversity in the synthetic data, to our knowledge, no approach in the literature varies the shape, location, and/or rotation of individual artefacts on the emulsion, nor their size with respect to the contents of the image and the film frame.

2.2. Inpainting

Inpainting is a task in which missing regions in the image, indicated by a binary mask, are filled in by estimation based on neighbouring pixel and global image context. The task lends itself to being reframed as part of the analogue artefact restoration problem: image areas obscured by the artefacts need to be suitably inpainted. However, there are some challenges: artefacts have arbitrary shape, size and location, which, in addition, are not known a priori. Recent advances in deep learning have enabled inpainting of larger image regions by generating semantically consistent content [SLM*22]. The task has been tackled by various families of models, such as VAEs [HRCE18, PLXL21], GANs [YLY*18], and diffusion models [SCC*22, RBL*21, LDR*22]. While earlier approaches are constrained in the mask shape applied for inpainting, some recent models consider arbitrary masks. Another related task is single-image de-raining, which has been tackled by CNN-based approaches [RZH*19], and more recently, by transformer-based ones, such as Restormer [ZAK*22], which is currently state-of-the-art. Blind image inpainting is an extension of the inpainting task, where the mask indicating areas to be inpainted is not provided [WCTJ20, CSL*17]. Hertz et al. [HHF*19] propose a deep learning approach which attempts to address this problem in the context of watermarked removal, by also predicting a mask to separate out the areas to be inpainted from the areas which are to be preserved. In line with this method, state-of-the-art inpainting approaches can be adapted to blind image inpainting via an additional...
segmentation network tasked with predicting masks for the inpainting network to use.

2.3. Processing of high-resolution data

Modern camera-equipped devices are able to capture images at very high resolution (i.e. mega- and even gigapixels). The exact definition of “high resolution” varies between applications [BZI22]: in film scanning, it is common to scan images at 3000DPI and at least 4K resolution. Many of the image-based tasks that have drawn attention in the machine learning community in the last few years do not require for the image input to be processed at full resolution – e.g. classification models are conventionally trained on cropped and downscaled images of size $224 \times 224$ pixels to meet computational limitations. Talebi & Milanfar [TM21] even investigate learning the resizing operator on the input to improve network performance while maintaining the constraint for lower resolution image input. On the contrary, few state-of-the-art image restoration approaches, e.g. Restormer [ZAK*22] and LaMa [SLM*22] claim the ability to process high resolution image data. When applying machine learning approaches to problems in fields such as medical imaging, processing large medical image scans at their original resolutions is crucial. The standard approach is to split the images into patches, have the model process them, and stitch them back together [PW20]. Processing film scans poses a very similar problem.

2.4. Deep learning for analogue film restoration

Due to the challenges in modelling film damage and collecting relevant data, there are few approaches in the literature which set out to solve the specific problem of film artefact restoration. Strubel et al. [SMF19] train a SegNet model to remove dust and scratches, and provide a limited dataset of grayscale image scans for training and evaluation. Mironica [Mir20] proposes a GAN-based approach to film artefact restoration; to generate training data, they use a set of 100 synthetic overlays applied over a set of 2500 clean film scans, which are randomly cropped to patches of 128 $\times$ 128 pixels. The qualitative results in the paper demonstrate some success in inpainting smaller artefacts, at the expense of overly smoothing grain. Similarly, Wan et al. [WZC*20] address the problem of limited training data by applying synthetic damage overlays onto digital images, along with synthetic grain to mimic film scans and prints; they train a segmentation U-Net to predict damage masks, and further jointly train two VAEs to translate images between two latent spaces, corresponding to the domains of damaged and restored photos, respectively. The model is trained on cropped patches of size $256 \times 256$ pixels. Since the training data is derived from digital images, the restorations produced by this approach have the effect of overly smoothing grain and shifting color in actual film scans from the test set, i.e. the network itself introduces loss of information to the input, including novel artefacts. A follow-up work by the same authors extends the approach to analogue video sequences [WZCL22]. Similarly, DeepRemaster [ISS19] also applies pre-rendered damage overlays to sequence frames to model analogue damage. Finally, Ivanova et al. [ISW22] propose a U-Net restoration network trained with a perceptual loss, which tackles the artefact detection and restoration tasks simultaneously. As with previous works, film damage is again simulated by applying a set of overlays, modified by various simple transforms, over clean analogue film scans. While this restoration network is qualitatively and quantitatively shown to outperform the method of Wan et al., it is limited in the resolution of inputs which it can be applied to, due to being trained on images downsampled and cropped to $256 \times 256$ pixels.

Figure 3: Examples of extracted and padded artefacts. The number above each is its area in $\mu$m$^2$ (square microns).

3. Evaluation data for damage restoration

We curate a dataset of 35mm film scans at 4K resolution, with varying degree of authentic artefact damage in the form of dust, scratches, hairs and dirt. The dataset includes 44 images of various film emulsions, both positive (slide) and negative. The content of the images is also diverse, including landscapes, architecture shots and still lifes. The images have been shot, developed and scanned by Dmitri Tcherbadji of Analog.Cafe, and are used with his kind permission. In addition, each damaged image in the set has been paired with a ground-truth restoration via manual inpainting of the artefacts in Photoshop by the same expert. Original and manually-restored versions of an example photograph from the dataset are shown in Figure 1. To our knowledge, this is the only public dataset of high quality damaged film scans paired with ex-
pert restoration ground truths. We have made the dataset available at www.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21803304.

Figure 4: An example of an annotated scan. Full resolution (4944 by 3396 pixels) is shown at the top, along with zoomed-in regions around examples of each type of artefact below. Overlaid annotations for dust (green), dirt (blue), long hairs (yellow), short hairs (magenta), and scratches (red).

4. Modelling analogue film damage

In this section, we describe our novel approach to generating synthetic analogue damage. Our overall approach is as follows:

1. Annotate, classify and extract over 12,000 individual real analogue film artefacts from heavily-damaged high resolution scans (Section 4.1).
2. Calculate statistics of the extracted artefacts, such as size, count, and spatial density (Section 4.2).
3. Build a probabilistic model to generate new artefact damage overlays using a combination of the extracted artefacts and synthetic ones, parameterised by the recorded statistics (Section 4.4).

We demonstrate the realism of damage overlays generated by our model, via a perceptual user study (Section 4.5). We further validate the damage by evaluating it in the context of artefact segmentation (Section 5.1) and artefact restoration. In both cases, the models trained with data synthesised via our approach outperform the alternatives. The full damage synthesis pipeline, including the annotated analogue damage scans, is available at www.github.com/daniela997/FilmDamageSimulator.

Artefact types. Prior works have classified damage as dust, scratches or hairs [Cha19, WZC*20]. We extend this taxonomy by splitting hairs into two classes, short and long, due to their large variation in size; we also define an additional class, dirt, to capture artefacts of irregular shape which are larger than dust specks, but are neither hairs nor scratches.

Figure 5: Number of artefacts per 256 × 256 pixel patch for each artefact type across all scans, and fitted Gamma distributions.

4.1. Capturing real analogue film artefacts

To gather samples of real-life dust specks, scratches, hairs and dirt, we scan 10 heavily damaged, empty 35mm film frames of Lo-
mochrome Color Negative 400 ISO film using a Plustek OpticFilm 8100 dedicated film scanner and SilverFast 9. The resulting scans are saved at 4K resolution.

We manually annotate individual artefacts in the scans with bounding polygons, and classify each as dirt, dust, long hair, short hair or scratch (see Figure 4 for examples). We calculate the area of each polygon, and convert these to physical units of square microns based on the ratio between the scanned frame’s size in pixels, and its size in millimeters – 35mm on the long edge and 24mm on the short edge. Finally, we extract each artefact, zero padded to square, to create a bank of isolated artefacts to sample from when generating new overlays; examples for each class are visualised in Figure 3. In total we have annotated 12135 artefacts across the 10 scanned frames.

4.2. Analysing artefact statistics

For each artefact class, we collect several statistics to ensure our generated overlays match the distribution of real film artefact damage. We measure individual artefacts (area in µm², square microns), as well as their distribution over the entire frame (counts, spatial frequency). Artefact counts and sizes are summarised in Table 1; Figure 7 displays the full distributions of sizes for each class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artefact type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Avg. area (µm²)</th>
<th>Std. dev. area (µm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dirt</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>8194</td>
<td>10304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dust</td>
<td>7631</td>
<td>3344</td>
<td>1637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long hair</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>53501</td>
<td>35524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short hair</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>16365</td>
<td>11735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scratch</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>229660</td>
<td>521345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Statistics of annotated artefacts – we report the total count and average area for each artefact class. See Figure 7 for the full distributions of areas.

Counts. For all 10 scans, we observe strong class imbalance in favor of dust and dirt, with scratches being very scarce. Moreover, the artefacts’ spatial distribution is not uniform; we therefore split each scan into 256 x 256 pixel patches (padding as required) and record the artefact counts for each class in each patch. The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 5.

Spatial frequencies. We visualise the spatial distribution of artefacts via kernel density plots, for an example class in Figure 6a and for all classes in the supplementary material (Figure S5). While there is no obvious pattern to the distributions of artefact occurrences, we can observe that four artefact types are more frequent near the frame’s upper and lower left corners; this could be related to the direction in which the film strip is advanced inside the camera and/or the scanner.

Figure 6: Visual comparison between the true spatial distribution of short hairs (by kernel density estimation on annotation centroids) (a), and Perlin noise (b), which we use as an approximation when sampling new overlays. Each plot shows the distribution over a full 35mm frame, with brighter colors corresponding to higher density.

Figure 7: Artefact size histograms in pixels, and fitted Gamma distributions. While average sizes for each type of artefact vary, the sizes of artefacts are distributed in a similar way.
5. Sample locations and rotations:

4.4. Generating damage overlays

We develop a probabilistic model based on the measured artefact properties, which allows us to generate new synthetic full-frame damage overlays with a realistic distribution of artefacts. Our generative process is as follows:

1. Sample the numbers of artefacts for each class: For each artefact class, we sample a target count from a Gamma distribution fit by maximum likelihood estimation to the empirical counts in Figure 5 and round to the nearest integer. As the recorded counts are per 256 × 256 pixel patch, we scale the sampled counts depending on the target overlay resolution.

2. Sample the artefact sizes: Similarly, we sample artefact sizes from Gamma distributions fitted to the observed artefact sizes in Figure 7. The sampled sizes are further rescaled according to the target overlay size, using the relevant pixel-to-micron conversion ratio.

3. Sample the artefact appearances: For each artefact, we randomly choose its appearance from among the real and synthetic artefacts of the relevant class. We ensure that the size of each (in pixels) is not divergent from the target sizes sampled in the previous step, in order to avoid excessive upsampling of small artefacts in classes with high variance in area (e.g. dirt).

4. Sample locations and rotations: We approximate the spatial densities discussed earlier with Perlin noise [Per85]; we justify this choice by a visual comparison with the true artefact density aggregated over all scans (Figure 6). We sample the location of each artefact independently from this noise distribution; we also sample a rotation from the uniform distribution on $[-\pi, \pi]$.

5. Compose the final overlay: Given the artefact appearances, sizes, locations and rotations, we alpha-composite them into the frame at the required output resolution. The overlay can be used to simulate damage to film negatives (artefacts are white), or to developed slides (artefacts are black).

### 4.3. Synthetic artefacts.

In addition to the artefacts extracted from the 10 scans, we also use a set of 6100 synthetic dust, scratch, hair, lint, and dirt artefacts, which were manually drawn in Photoshop and kindly shared by Stefan Ringelschwandtner of Mononodes. We do this to further increase the diversity of rarer artefact classes. Every artefact in this set is of size 400 × 400 pixels, and therefore must be rescaled to match the observed distribution of areas for real artefacts of the corresponding class. As the scratch class is particularly under-represented, we also programatically generate additional scratches matching the appearance of those found in real scans.

### 4.4. Generating damage overlays

We develop a probabilistic model based on the measured artefact properties, which allows us to generate new synthetic full-frame damage overlays with a realistic distribution of artefacts. Our generative process is as follows:

1. Sample the numbers of artefacts for each class: For each artefact class, we sample a target count from a Gamma distribution fit by maximum likelihood estimation to the empirical counts in Figure 5 and round to the nearest integer. As the recorded counts are per 256 × 256 pixel patch, we scale the sampled counts depending on the target overlay resolution.

2. Sample the artefact sizes: Similarly, we sample artefact sizes from Gamma distributions fitted to the observed artefact sizes in Figure 7. The sampled sizes are further rescaled according to the target overlay size, using the relevant pixel-to-micron conversion ratio.

3. Sample the artefact appearances: For each artefact, we randomly choose its appearance from among the real and synthetic artefacts of the relevant class. We ensure that the size of each (in pixels) is not divergent from the target sizes sampled in the previous step, in order to avoid excessive upsampling of small artefacts in classes with high variance in area (e.g. dirt).

4. Sample locations and rotations: We approximate the spatial densities discussed earlier with Perlin noise [Per85]; we justify this choice by a visual comparison with the true artefact density aggregated over all scans (Figure 6). We sample the location of each artefact independently from this noise distribution; we also sample a rotation from the uniform distribution on $[-\pi, \pi]$.

5. Compose the final overlay: Given the artefact appearances, sizes, locations and rotations, we alpha-composite them into the frame at the required output resolution. The overlay can be used to simulate damage to film negatives (artefacts are white), or to developed slides (artefacts are black).

### 4.5. Human validation of generated artefact damage

We conduct two user perceptual surveys to verify that our damage overlay generation process yields realistic results. We discuss the study design and summarise the results below. In both cases, we also ask each participant to self-report their familiarity level with analogue film and its associated artefacts, as ‘Not familiar at all’, ‘Somewhat familiar’ or ‘Very familiar’.

### Real vs. synthetic damage.

In the first survey, we compare real analogue damage to the synthetic damage produced by our model. The generated damage is applied to the ground truth restored images from our test set. We pair the synthetically damaged image scans with their real damaged versions. Each participant was shown 100 such pairs (see Figure S1 in the supplementary material for examples): 50 simulating negative film damage (i.e., white artefacts), and 50 simulating positive (slide) film damage (i.e., black artefacts), and is asked to choose one image per pair which they believe shows real analogue film damage. The images are cropped to five different target resolutions to reflect the relationship between artefacts and image features of varying size.

We collected 251 responses to this first survey. We calculate the percentage of pairs for which each participant chose the example with real artefacts.

We define the ‘score’ of a user as being the overall fraction of pairs for which they correctly selected the real damage. A score of 50% is ideal, as it would mean that the user is unable to distinguish real from synthetic damage better than chance. Participant score breakdown is summarised in Table 2. We find that unfamiliar participants scored on average 51.51% with standard deviation of 6.88%, moderately familiar participants scored on average 51.93% with standard deviation of 7.05%, and very familiar participants scored on average 51.43% with standard deviation of 7.0%. Thus, all groups of users found our synthetically damaged images to be indistinguishable from original damaged scans, and there was no statistically-significant variation among the groups.

### Ours vs. Ivanova et al. [ISW22].

In the second survey, participants are shown 30 pairs of film scans from the Documerica photographic collection [The77]. In each pair, one version of the image is damaged using the earlier approach of Ivanova et al. [ISW22], whereas the other image is damaged using our proposed approach.

### Table 2: Summary of participant scores (in %) based on responses to Survey 1. A score of 50% is optimal since it indicates that our synthetic damage is on average indistinguishable from real damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolutions</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>128 × 128</td>
<td>256 × 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Familiar</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat Familiar</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Familiar</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Participants were asked which image in the pair showed more realistic damage.

We collected 78 responses for the second survey. In this survey, unfamiliar participants preferred our damage on average in 63.88% of the examples with standard deviation of 23.17%, moderately familiar participants preferred our damage in 73.33% of the examples with standard deviation of 21.13%, and very familiar participants preferred our damage in 75.58% of the examples with standard deviation of 21.71%. These results indicate that all groups found our synthetic damage to be more realistic than that proposed in the prior work [ISW22]; expert participants favored our damage the most out of the three groups.

5. Experiments

Equipped with our damage simulator (Section 4) and our expertly curated test set of real analogue damage with hand-restored ground-truths (Section 3), we perform two sets of experiments. In Section 5.1, we directly compare our damage synthesis pipeline with those from two prior works [ISS19, WZC20]. In Section 5.2, we evaluate several approaches on our final goal of film restoration. The following sections discuss the chosen approaches (and how we adapt them to high resolution data), describe our experimental setup, and report the results of our experiments.

Evaluation metrics for restoration. Since our evaluation set has ground-truth restored images (Section 3), we can evaluate restoration quality directly using standard image similarity metrics. Specifically, we use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity (SSIM) [WBSS04], and the learnt perceptual metric LPIPS [ZIE18]. These are calculated over full frames (not individual patches), and we report the average over the evaluation set.

Evaluation metrics for segmentation. We obtain approximate ground-truth segmentations of the authentically damaged dataset by subtracting the damaged images from the restored ones and binarising. We use the standard image segmentation metrics intersection-over-union (IoU) and F1 score. Since these metrics are sensitive to exact pixel-value overlap, which in turn is influenced by the choice of binarisation threshold, we test several thresholds and choose the one which maximises the scores obtained by the baselines. We also borrow a popular point-cloud comparison metric, the earth-mover’s distance (EMD) [ADMG18, FSG17], to provide an additional measure which is less sensitive to exact overlap, but more accurately compares proximity of long, narrow features such as hairs and scratches.

Synthetically damaged training data. We generate synthetic damage overlays using our proposed approach (Section 4) for 6228 clean 4K image scans from the Documerica collection [The77] (see Figure 9 for an example). We render the synthetic damage either
Input: 4K film scan with authentic damage.

Segmentation from U-Net trained on our synthetically damaged data.

Segmentation from U-Net trained on damage overlays by DeepRemaster [ISS19].

Segmentation from artefact detection module of BOPB [WZC20].

Approximate ground truth: binarised difference of damaged and manually restored scans.

Figure 10: Qualitative comparison of segmentations of artefacts from our authentic damage dataset.
as negative or positive artefacts (corresponding to damage on film negatives or developed slides respectively), with equal probability for each image. The overlays are also binarised to produce segmentation maps indicating where damage was added. We split the set of 6228 images into training and validation sets in the ratio of 9:1. For the segmentation experiment, we use a variant of this dataset produced by damaging the same set of Documerica images with damage overlays as provided by DeepRemaster [ISS19]. These datasets are used to retrain restoration models where relevant, as well as to train a segmentation model to detect artefact damage in our real artefact damage evaluation set. The data is available at www.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21815844.

5.1. Comparison against existing damage simulations

We train two U-Net [RFB15] segmentation networks to detect artefact damage in real damaged film scans – one using damage generated by our model, and one using the damage provided by DeepRemaster [ISS19]. We train both for 20 epochs on 256 × 256 crops of the corresponding damaged training set with learning rate 10⁻³ and a batch size of 16. We compare the predictions from the two segmentation networks directly to those from the artefact segmentation module of BOPB [WZC⁺20] as our second baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmentation model training</th>
<th>IoU ↑</th>
<th>F1 ↑</th>
<th>EMD ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our damage</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepRemaster [ISS19] damage</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPB [WZC⁺20] pre-trained module</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison between the predicted segmentations for the evaluated models trained on different simulated damage.

Results. Segmentation results obtained from the U-Net trained on our synthetically damaged data are of much higher quality than those obtained from the same model trained on the damage from DeepRemaster, as well as those obtained from the segmentation module of BOPB [WZC⁺20], as shown in Figure 10. Quantitatively, the model trained on our artefacts again outperforms BOPB and DeepRemaster, achieving lower EMD and higher IoU and F1 scores, summarised in Table 3.

5.2. Comparison of restoration models

We compare a diverse set of approaches to artefact restoration. First, we select three methods that directly perform damage restoration:

- *Bringing Old Photos Back to Life (BOPB) [WZC⁺20]*, an approach specifically targeting analogue damage, for which the authors have provided pre-trained weights. We compare variants using our segmentation model vs. theirs, and with fully-convolutional vs. patch-wise processing.
- A restoration U-Net trained with perceptual loss [ISW22], another approach which specialises in film artefact removal, for which the pre-trained weights are available. We also test a variant re-trained on crops of our synthetic 4K dataset, instead of the 256 × 256 downscaled images used in the original. Lastly, we test a variant re-trained on the same crops of our synthetic dataset, damaged with overlays from DeepRemaster [ISS19].
- Adobe Photoshop’s Dust & Scratch filter, which is a commonly-used off-the-shelf solution for artefact restoration.

Second, we select three state-of-the-art methods for image inpainting. In order to apply these to the restoration task, we also train a model for segmenting artefacts (see below), which is used to determine which pixels must be inpainted:

- *LaMa* [SLM⁺22], a state-of-the-art approach for high resolution irregular hole inpainting, with a pre-trained model available.
- *Stable Diffusion* [RBL⁺21], popular for its state-of-the-art text-to-image generation abilities, also supports image inpainting.
- *RePaint* [LDR⁺22], another diffusion approach focusing on inpainting, proposing a resampling technique which conditions the inpainting on a pre-trained diffusion model.

Finally, we consider two blind inpainting approaches:

- *Blind Visual Motif Removal From a Single Image (BVMR)* [HHF⁺19], which simultaneously detects the pixels representing the visual motif to be inpainted, and synthesises new content for the affected pixels. The provided pre-trained model is for semitransparent emoji watermark removal, which we re-train for the artefact restoration task.
- *Restormer* [ZAK⁺22], an approach which achieves state-of-the-art results in the tasks of blind denoising and deraining, and is applicable to large resolution inputs. Out of several models provided, we find that the closest to the task of film artefact removal is the one trained for deraining.

Pre-segmentation of artefacts for inpainting methods. LaMa, RePaint and Stable Diffusion rely on masks to be supplied for the inpainting task. As they cannot identify artefacts automatically, they cannot be applied to the film restoration task out-of-the-box. To remedy this, we employ the segmentation U-Net trained on our synthetically damaged data (described in Section 5.1) to predict damage masks on the test set of authentically damaged data. When evaluating LaMa, Stable Diffusion, and RePaint on damage restoration, we first pass the images through the trained segmentation U-Net, then inpaint the regions it indicates are damaged (i.e. we use the output of the segmentation model as the mask input for the inpainting model). In addition, while Wan et al.’s [WZC⁺20] method predicts its own damage masks, we also evaluate a variant using the masks from our segmentation model (shown in Section 5.1 to produce artefact segmentations of superior quality).

Processing high resolution scans. Most of the models are designed to operate on 256 × 256 pixel inputs. We adapt these to process the 4K image scans in our test set without downsampling them first. During inference, we process the images in our dataset in patches of size 256 × 256, and we stitch back the predictions using 50% overlap and a smooth blending function, as proposed by Pielewski & Wahlby [PW20]. For the inpainting models which require masks, we increase efficiency by only processing the patches for which the corresponding mask indicates the presence of artefacts; if no artefacts have been detected in the patch, we simply copy the input patch to the output tensor to be stitched with the rest of the restored image. This does not apply to the Photoshop Dust & Scratch filter, nor to LaMa, both of which can natively process 4K images.
Figure 11: Input and ground truth from our authentic artefact damage dataset, along with chosen restorations.
(a) **Input**: 4K film scan with authentic damage

(b) **Artefact Segmentation**: prediction from U-Net trained on synthetically damaged data.

(c) **Segmentation by BOPB [WZC 20]**.

(d) **Restoration by U-Net + perceptual loss [ISW 22]**: using originally provided model weights.

(e) **Restoration by BOPB [WZC 20]**: using our segmentation.

(f) **Restoration by BOPB [WZC 20]**: using their segmentation.

(g) **Restoration by U-Net + perceptual loss [ISW 22]**: retrained on our synthetic damage.

(h) **Restoration by LaMa [SLM 22]**: best performing model, using our segmentation.

(i) **Restoration by Stable Diffusion [RBL 21]**: using our segmentation.

(j) **Restoration by BVMR [ISW 22]**: retrained on our synthetic damage.

(k) **Restoration by RePaint [LDR 22]**: using our segmentation.

(l) **Ground Truth**: manually restored by human expert.

**Figure 12**: Input and ground truth from our authentic artefact damage dataset, along with chosen restorations.
Figure 13: Input and ground truth from our authentic artefact damage dataset, along with chosen restorations.
5.3. Restoration results and discussion

Table 4 summarises our quantitative results, showing PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS metrics with respect to the ground-truth professionally-restored image set. All three metrics largely agree, with LaMa and the U-Net retrained with our damage as the best and second best performing models respectively. We can directly observe the substantial improvement that re-training the simple U-Net restoration model [ISW22] with our simulated damage brings to its restoration performance. On the other hand, re-training the same model with the damage from DeepRemaster [ISS19] results in deteriorated restoration performance.

BOPB works especially poorly in patch-wise mode as it introduces color distribution shift in each patch, leading to a very distorted result and correspondingly low scores. We attribute this to the fact that BOPB aims to remove film grain and modify color to match modern digital photographs, in addition to removing artefacts. This means it performs poorly at our specific task of damage removal (and is thus unsuitable for applications where the qualities of analogue photographs are desirable). Interestingly, the standard “Dust and Scratches filter” in Photoshop exceeds the performance of BOPB (patchwise and fully-convolutional modes), Stable Diffusion and BVMR. Restorer and the best U-Net model have comparable performance, but LaMa exceeds the performance of all of the competitive models on all three metrics, particularly as measured by LPIPS. This is in spite of LaMa being trained with inpainting masks that are significantly different in size and shape to typical analogue damage artefacts. Note that we do not include results for RePaint in Table 4. This model requires over 12 minutes for the restoration of a single 256 × 256 pixel patch on a Tesla P100 GPU. Given that one 4K image from our test set is split into around 200 overlapping patches, about 40 hours are needed to process just one image. While this is clearly impractical in a real-life restoration scenario, we process a subset of 10 images from our test set for qualitative evaluation.

We present qualitative results in Figures 11, 12 and 13, along with additional examples in the supplementary material. Figures S2–4. BOPB performs significantly better when we substitute its predicted artefact segmentation masks (which are strongly under-segmented) with ours. However, it still modifies colors and smooths the film grain, significantly changing the character of images. Even when guided by our segmentation masks, Stable Diffusion fails to inpaint the damage. Similarly, BVMR, even when re-trained using our synthetic damage, struggles with the same issue as BOPB and injects additional damage. In general, we find that methods based on inpainting which do not modify regions away from the artefacts perform much better than BOPB, as they are less likely to introduce new damage or distortions. In line with our observations from the quantitative evaluation, retraining the U-Net model [ISW22] on our improved synthetic damage results in higher quality restorations. Visually, LaMa performs slightly better than [ISW22]; however both methods fail to inpaint part of the upper hair in Figure 1. RePaint’s performance, guided by our segmentation masks, is comparable to that of LaMa and [ISW22]. Despite producing restorations of relatively high visual quality, the model is limited in practical usefulness by the amount of time it takes to process images.

6. Conclusions

Automated restoration of mechanical damage in scanned film is a challenging task. Fully automated restoration would be transformative in improving the quality of imaging in the enormous archives of extant film held around the world. However, conventional inpainting and restoration processes are unsuitable for professional-quality restoration. All of the machine learning approaches we tested for film restoration perform well below the level required to be competitive with professional hand restoration. Models trained on low-resolution patches performed very poorly when applied patch-wise, but even state-of-the-art models like LaMa applied at native resolution were unable to adequately inpaint artefacts without introducing undue distortion. Many of the algorithms would also be computationally impractical for processing large image collections at high resolution.

Progress towards film restoration that can operate truly automatically at realistic scan resolutions requires better models of the film damage process. To that end, we have presented both a sophisticated statistical model for synthesising large quantities of real-

Table 4: Quantitative evaluation of restoration results on our high resolution dataset of authentic film damage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Patch-wise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPB [WZC 20]</td>
<td>w/ our masks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPB [WZC 20]</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPB [WZC 20]</td>
<td>w/ our masks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOPB [WZC 20]</td>
<td>w/ our masks</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaMa [SLM 22]</td>
<td>w/ our masks</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoshop Dust &amp; Scratch Filter</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Net + perceptual loss [ISW22]</td>
<td>trained on downsampled frames</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Net + perceptual loss [ISW22]</td>
<td>re-trained on DeepRemaster damage [ISS19]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Net + perceptual loss [ISW22]</td>
<td>re-trained on our synthetic damage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable Diffusion [RBL 21]</td>
<td>w/ our masks</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVMR [HHF 19]</td>
<td>re-trained on artefact damage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restorner [ZAK 22]</td>
<td>de-rainging model</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
istic mechanical artefacts. Our extensive human validation of the synthetic artefact model suggests that even experts cannot reliably distinguish between our synthetic damage models and real damage at any level of zoom. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that training with damage generated by our model leads to a significant improvement in both artefact detection and end-to-end restoration tasks when tested on authentic damaged images. We have also published a high-quality baseline dataset to drive progress in restoration research.

Overall, we conclude that there remains significant work to achieve acceptable automatic restoration quality. We see the use of high-quality damage simulators, multi-scale approaches that can incorporate wide image context while operating at high resolution, and evaluation with challenging full-resolution image benchmarks as important directions to achieve these goals.
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